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shoulder instability affecting shoulder function.
Additionally, Harper et al.6 developed a classiﬁcation system
using MR arthrography (MRA), which recognized the coexistence of hypertrophied posterior glenoid cartilage with glenoid
dysplasia (Fig. 2).

APPLIED ANATOMY
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the posterior part of the glenoid beginning 1.2 cm caudad to the scapular spine.
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Fig. 1

The qualitative descriptions of glenoid dysplasia as developed by
5

8

Edelson and Weishaupt et al. . (Redrawn from: Weishaupt D, Zanetti M,
Nyffeler RW, Gerber C, Hodler J. Posterior glenoid rim deﬁciency in recurrent [atraumatic] posterior shoulder instability. Skeletal Radiol.
2000 Apr;29[4]:204-10.)
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Fig. 2

The classiﬁcation system developed by Harper et al. showing normal
6

through severe dysplastic morphologies of the glenoid . (Reproduced, with
permission of the American Journal of Roentgenology, from: Harper KW,
Helms CA, Haystead CM, Higgins LD. Glenoid dysplasia: incidence and

resulting in a suggestion of weakness, can also occur. As such,
clinical examination for posterior shoulder instability does not
allow for clear and simple distinction among traumatic causes,
collagen disorder-related laxity, and causes associated with
glenoid dysplasia. Both active and passive ranges of motion are
typically normal, although patients may demonstrate a loss of
external rotation if pain and subluxation occur. Assessment
for signs of generalized ligamentous laxity should be performed as these patients also can present with signs of posterior instability 25-27.
The hallmark feature of posterior instability is pain or
apprehension with previously well-described posterior drawer,
load, Kim, and jerk tests28,29. In the drawer test, which is performed with the patient supine, the examiner uses one hand
to stabilize the scapula while the other hand translates the
humeral head posteriorly, resulting in subluxation or dislocation with pain, a feeling of apprehension, or an uncomfortable sensation that reproduces the patient’s symptoms22,30,31.
Examiners must distinguish between a normal posterior drawer
with painless posterior glenohumeral translation and a pathological examination that reproduces symptoms of instability and pain. The jerk test is performed with the patient in
a sitting position. The examiner holds the scapula with one
hand and positions the arm at 90! of abduction and internal
rotation. An axial force is loaded with the examiner’s other
hand holding the patient’s elbow, with a simultaneous horizontal adduction force applied. A sharp pain with or without a
posterior clunk or click suggests a positive test result 32. The
Kim test is similar to the jerk test but is performed with the

association with posterior labral tears as evaluated on MRI. AJR Am J
Roentgenol. 2005; 184[3]: 984-8.)

MRI and found that the median retroversion in uninjured ca-
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more risk of posterior instability.

>10
degrees: soft tissue surgery alone is contraindicated and need glenoid osteotomy
History and Physical Examination
History

SYMPTOMS
Patients with posterior shoulder instability and glenoid dysplasia without arthritis have a variable presentation, as younger,
3,4
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2.   Pain or instability may be attributed to a trivial event or injury
or physical demands from an occupation or from sporting
3.   Patients with glenoid dysplasia may also have symptomatic osteoarthritis
events22. Pain or instability may be attributed to a trivial
23 life
. Patients with glenoid dysplasia may also have
event or later
injuryin
24
4.   Lookosteoarthritis
for instability
sign or
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symptomatic
develop
later
. Typical
presenting complaints include pain, weakness, or a sensation
of instability.
Physical Examination
Patients with symptomatic posterior glenoid dysplasia usually
present with signs of posterior shoulder instability; however, variable presentation with a painful, diminished range of motion,

develop

Fig. 3

Anteroposterior radiograph of severe glenoid dysplasia showing hooking
of the distal end of the clavicle (orange star), absence of the glenoid
neck (blue arrow), and coracoid enlargement (yellow arrow).

Imaging
1.X ray:
Hypoplasia of the scapular neck,
Shallowness of the glenoid cavity
Overgrowth or enlargement of the
coracoid or acromion
	
  

2. CT
CT include version and posterior humeral head
subluxation.
An arthrogram provides information about the soft
tissues of the shoulder including labral pathology
and capsular abnormalities
3. MRI
MRI evaluation of posterior instability is useful to
characterize associated capsular and labral lesions.
In an MRI study population, moderate to severe
glenoid dysplasia incidence of 14.3%. There is a statistically significant increase in the
incidence of posterior labral tears associated with shoulders with moderate or severe glenoid
dysplasia [60%].

	
  

TREATMENT
1.Soft tissue procedure
Patients with symptomatic posterior instability and glenoid retroversion of less than 9.
2. Instability with version >10 degrees require osteotomy with a posterior-inferior capsular
shift for symptomatic posterior instability.
Overall, their surgical cohort had an 80% success rate but they did not attribute their failures
to osseous anatomy.
In conclusion, no specific recommendations can be made regarding the choice of a soft-tissue
procedure versus an osseous procedure. More severe forms of dysplasia and retroversion of
>10 degrees may represent a risk for failure with a soft-tissue procedure, but further research
on this topic needs to be conducted.

Glenoplasty procedures are opening-wedge osteotomies resulting in version reorientation.
Hawkins et al., however, described a complication rate of 29% (5 of 17 shoulders) and a
recurrence rate of 41% (7 of 17 shoulders). Glenoplasty is technically demanding, and
consequently, complications can be substantial, including loss of correction, intra-articular
fracture, graft extrusion, and overcorrection with subsequent development of coracohumeral
impingement.
3.Glenoid augmentation procedures are bone grafts from a variety of autograft and
allograft sources, is placed in an extracapsular or intracapsular position.
4. Patients who present with end-stage osteoarthritis in the setting of glenoid dysplasia (a
Walch type C glenoid with >25_ of retroversion)
Bonnevialle [J Shoulder Elbow Surg. 2011 Apr;20(3):378-84] reported good outcomes
with hemiarthroplasty alone. Recommended the use of bone- grafting or prosthetic
augmentation to address the glenoid dysplasia [J Bone Joint Surg Am. 2002 Apr;84(4):541-6]
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